Abstract. This poster briefly describes the motivations behind the architectural decisions taken in the design of Cuthbert Hall virtual college and gives an example that demonstrates how cinematic mediation techniques can contribute towards dramatized interpretation of the environment.
Design Decisions
This poster outlines practical decisions that were taken in the design of Cuthbert Hall navigable interactive real-time 3D virtual environment (RT 3D VE). The environment under consideration was built as one part of the Haven research project that investigates how VEs can be made more meaningful, dramatic and expressive. Architecture, event-structure and mediation were designed together with the balance between interactive richness and authorial control in mind.
The spatial-structure design relates to the real-world architecture. This makes the users utilize their knowledge of places and gives the authors the capability to relate to this knowledge in order to suggest cultural, historical and functional dynamics of VEs with complex relationships and motivations. The impression of internal coherence encourages the users to explore the VE and make meaningful inferences from the unique dramatic events they encounter.
The design of Cuthbert Hall borrows from the layout of traditional Cambridge/Oxford colleges that were originally built as monasteries. The buildings are arranged around an enclosed courtyard with controlled access. The contrast and rhythm of building-masses and openings around the courtyard helps orientation, separates the environment into distinct regions and provides visual interest. The main gate is the only point of entry. It serves as a clear threshold between inside and outside, the college and the city. To reinforce the compositional weight of the courtyard, the environment is arranged in a circular pattern. This pattern is apparent in all parts of the environment and the users are always (even if not consciously) oriented to its geometric and symbolic centre. Throughout the VE, the visual depth is emphasized using back-, middle-and fore-ground visual layers that are formed by colonnades, galleries, elevated paths or rows of trees. Such layers support multiple planes of movement and action as well as sophisticated camera-blocking. Distances, openings and obstacles are arranged to regulate the rhythm of movement.
The VE is divided into several regions. Each region has a distinct spatial and architectural character and a contrasting or complimentary relationship to the other regions. Their identity is designed to be as recognizable and memorable as possible. These identities are further emphasized by mediation techniques. The architectural elements of each region are arranged into spatial structures that provide direction to gaze and movement, set scale and perspective and create foci of attention. The objects are subdivided in order to avoid large planar polygonal surfaces and achieve the effect of sculpted form that is easily articulated by light. To help orientation and tie the layout with meaningful relationships, archetypal landmarks (Gate, Dining Hall Steeple, Living Quarters Tower, Chapel) with distinctive shapes, functions and histories (delivered through dramatic events) are strategically placed in the environment so that a unique visual combination of them is always available to the visitor. The environment is subdivided and held together by a system of edges. For example, low parapets and ditches separate the square from the college and guide the user towards the gate while a row of city-houses, the river and the garden fence confine movement and redirect the visual access. To ease navigation and provide visual interest, paths are built to create asymmetries along and across their primary directions.
The VE is presented via continuous cinematic mediation: no explicit interfacelayer exists. The mediation layer is organized in a three-part Spatial Mediation Framework [1] that features User Driven, Author Defined and Spatially Organized constellations. The poster presents one example, the Novice/Welcome pre-scripted place-event sequence.
Example: Novice/Welcome Sequence
This sequence begins in the street, not far away from the college gate. The curved street has two distinct sides: the city and the college. This is apparent in the layout and suggests inequality. The street is connected to the gate by a prolonged square that invites visitors to come in, provides views towards the gate from the street and from the gate to the terraced houses of the city. The entrance to the college is dominant in the field of view of an approaching visitor and the vista behind shows the contrast between the city and college architectures. The square creates a stage for the events to happen and be observed, participate in or witness. The two corners at the connection of the square to the street have different articulation. On one side, a high tower indicates a junction. On another, a gallery warps around the corner providing views towards the square and creating multiple visual planes that reinforce the perspective and direct the gaze and the traffic towards the gate.
A two-part event-sequence is associated with the entrance to the college. The events momentarily disrupt the interactive flow in order to signify and dramatize the moment of arrival. Fig. 1. Welcome Event (A) . The user approaches the Gate and triggers the cinematic pre-scripted placeevent. The loud sounds of the street become subdued. The camera enters first: a counter-shot directs the user's attention to the street behind demonstrating the contrast.
Fig. 2. Welcome Event (B)
. The porter appears. The framing of the shots is tight to retain suspense and delay the exposition of the identity of the approaching non-player character or show the insides of the college. This sequence serves to signify the transition from outside to inside by articulating the socially significant zones around the entrance and associating the Gate with a memorable event and the porter-character. The boundary of the enclosure is identified, the identity of the user is queried in front of the entrance, the right of entry is granted and the user is converted from a stranger to a visitor. A spatial event acquires prominence in the user's mental image and contributes towards the general dark and mysterious atmosphere.
Conclusion
The Cuthbert Hall VE, developed (with Michael Nitsche, supported by Funatics and Renderware) as a part of the Haven practice-based research project, implements mediation devices designed in conjunction with spatial context. The presented example demonstrates how context design and cinematic mediation can inform and guide the user, increase narrative potential, dramatize and assign meaning.
